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Executive summary
The main objective of the Project Ô is to demonstrate innovative approaches and technologies to support
the circular economy, addressing the technical, economic, environmental, and social aspects so as to
redefine some water value chains.
This document provides description and details of the User Collaborative Platform (UCP), one of the software
tools developed within Project Ô: the UCP is mainly business-facing, and targeted to promote circularity and
to create new local water loops.
Starting from specifications defined on the D7.2 deliverable, a pilot project was designed (a static demo is
hosted at: http://xake.deib.polimi.it/project_o/demo) inspired by the idea of an integrated marketplace for
water reuse, in which the key players in the value chain interact by sharing requests, offers, treatment
technologies, and logistics.
The User Collaborative Platform is a multi-user web application, based on an intuitive interface, and rolebased: each role has dedicated functionalities and specific views on data, created using preferences and
privileges associated with their personal or company profile.
On the basis of the users' interaction and the help of specific algorithms, the platform supports procedures
to define new water loops, providing the best match among water demands, water streams, and treatment
technologies, exploiting information and data collected.
An open-source software architecture will be used to implement the UCP, in order to ensure modularity and
portability of the final solution.
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1 Introduction
The main objective of the Project Ô is to demonstrate innovative approaches and technologies to support an
integrated and symbiotic use and re-use of water by contributing to the transition to a circular economy,
addressing the technical, economic, environmental, and social aspects so as to redefine some water value
chains. New water treatment technologies developed by WP2 are different in scope, but all are
characterized by their relatively high energy efficiency and low cost. On the one hand this requires a modular
approach and a novel control unit based on new smart sensors; on the other information and decisionmaking support is needed for all stakeholders involved in the planning and management of water resources.
Project Ô provides this support by different software tools:
•

a Decision Analytics Platform (DAP), targeting mainly water regulators, relying on a multi-objective
decision-making approach to allow the analysis of traditionally incommensurable and conflicting
objectives and to exploring their trade-offs;

•

a demonstrative Technology Selection Toolbox, allowing to select the best technology to match
water requirements (in terms of quantity and quality) with local, “alternative” water availability;

•

a User Collaborative Platform (UCP), mainly business-facing, to promote a symbiotic exchange of
water volumes over a defined territory to improve the circularity of resources between different
partners involved in the water treatment value chains.

The DAP is being developed in the WP4. The aim of this platform is to support the planning decision-making
process, to evaluate different scenarios of water-reuse, to consider not only traditional sources of water to
supply different water users: drinking water, irrigation, and industrial consumption. The main goal of the
DAP is to improve the resilience of a community (at hydrological basin-scale) supporting water authorities to
enhance wastewater, e.g. by selecting and adopting the proper technology to reconnect polluted wells to
the water main distribution network, or by exploiting refined water from wastewater treatment plants to
irrigate suitable crops.
The Technology Selection Toolbox has been developed in the deliverable D7.1: it is a toolbox developed with
Microsoft Excel and VBA (Visual Basic for Applications), including a simple user interface to support water
treatment facilities and water system managers in the identification of the best technology solution and/or
system of solutions to treat a specific water stream.
The third tool of the list, the UCP, is the object of the present document D7.3. In previous D7.2 deliverable,
the preliminary requirements of the platform were described and the main components defined. Starting
from these specifications, a pilot project was designed, inspired by the idea of an integrated marketplace for
water reuse, in which the key players in the value chain interact by sharing requests, offers, treatment
technologies, and logistics. While the main goal is to define potential agreements to promote circularity and
create new local water loops, the platform does not aim to include also the economic finalization of the
agreement: therefore the support of the economic transaction is not envisaged.
The two platforms, DAP and UCP, constitute two sides of the same coin, as they face the decision-making
problem on two different horizons and with two different approaches: planning level, long-term and in a
centralized way the first; management level, medium-term and distributed decisions the second. Both
platforms also share a participatory and transparent development process, to collect information and
presenting the analysis results.
Section 2 of this report describes UCP user roles and presents the related functionalities, thanks to the
screenshots of the UCP pilot. Section 3.1 introduces the software architecture, based on a mature, wellknown, open-source stack. The same architecture will be then shared with the DAP platform.
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This deliverable is part of the Work Package 7 - Circularity of water and circular economy: interfacing
systemic issues with innovative business models and it is specifically related to Task 7.2 Users collaborative
platform.
Figure 1 shows the link between all Project O WPs: WP7 acts as collector for performance data of the
technologies developed in other WPs and Stakeholders needs in term of demand and offers of treated
water. The UCP presented in this deliverable is the main result of WP7 and it is oriented to future
exploitation of its technology and approach.

Figure 1: ProjectÔ Work packages interdependencies
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2 Platform description
The User Collaborative Platform is a multi-user web application, based on an intuitive interface, targeted to
provide a marketplace for water circular economy, to become a meeting point for different roles, to enforce
relationship between water supply and demand. Given the focus of Project Ô on water-reuse, the exchange
of water streams is enabled and facilitated by technology providers and logistic operators.
The platform is role-based: each role has dedicated functionalities and specific views on data, created using
preferences and privileges associated with their personal or company profile.
UCP users can be assigned to one or many of the following roles:

•

Water Users
Create qualified water demands, receive proposals from water
streams and technologies providers and engage logistic operators to
get economic quotation for needed water streams.

•

Water Stream Providers
Submit water stream resources proposal defined in quality and
quantity, to be handled by technology provider.

•

Technology Providers
Provide water treatment technologies, filtering solutions, chemical
products and any process that can be applied to a stream offered by a
water stream providers to satisfy water users demand specification.

•

Logistic Operators
Provide quotation to bring the water stream from origin (water
stream providers) to destination (water users).

User roles can be chosen during registration phase or can be managed once the user has been created, by
the platform administration interface (see Section 3). Figure 2 shows how UCP can be seen as a container
where different roles interact, bringing each one its own expertise, needs and resources in order to create
New Water Loops, defined (and represented in Figure 2) as the intersection between water demand, water
stream offer and water treatment technologies. Once a new water loop has been created, availability of
logistic facilities can also be considered and assessed.
The platform makes easier the exchange of information between users belonging to different roles and it
foster the creation of new opportunities and water loops.
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Figure 2: Roles and flows

A UCP demonstrator (or UCP demo) has been designed to provide details and support the description of
platform functionalities. The demo is hosted at Politecnico di Milano Server (at the following url:
http://xake.deib.polimi.it/project_o/demo/) and it has been developed as a set of html static page linked
one to each other, that will be then used to orient implementation of the real platform with the architecture
presented in Section 3.1.
Following sub-sections describes the UCP concepts: Section from 2.1 to 2.4 present role-specific
functionalities, Section 2.5 shows the procedure to create new water loops, while Section 2.6 shows
common functionalities shared among all roles. A number of detailed screenshots are taken from the UCP
demo, assuming the perspective of a user which has all the roles enabled. An overall outlook of UCP is also
provided in Section 2.7, where a possible use of the platform has been exemplified considering one of the
Project O Demo-site, the Apulian Aqueduct.

2.1 Water User functionalities
Water Users use the UCP to:
•

create and publish water demands;

•

create a new water loop, by applying for a combination of water stream and treatment
technologies;

•

receive offers in terms of water streams and related treatment technologies;

•

request logistic quotation;

•

select the more interesting proposals.

Figure 3 presents the water demand creation form, where water user can describe their own needs in a
quick and effective way. The following information can be inserted:
•

Estimated flow, expressed as m3/day: the quantity of water needed
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•

Application field(s) of water: a list predefined water uses that identify general quality requirements

•

Water usage position: geographic position (expressed as an address and then geocoded as
latitude/longitude coordinates) of the water request, that will be then used by the platform to locate
the nearest stream provider

•

Text area for the technical specifications and details like for example tolerance to specific chemical
agents and all other details (if known)

Fields marked with an asterisk in Figure 3 are mandatory.

Figure 3: Create water demand

Figure 4 shows instead the list of water demands published by all the platform water users: each demand is
reported on a row, with a summary of its features and the expiry date. On the same row, when available,
also related proposals of water streams, treatment technologies and logistic facilities are reported, to
provide a comprehensive view of the status of water demands.
When a new water loop is complete, two more actions can be performed through the related buttons placed
on the top of the list:
•

apply for logistic request: flagging the “Select” column and hitting the related yellow button shown
on Figure 4, the water user can verify a water loop feasibility with logistic providers, receiving
technical offers and economic quotation;

•

approve selected proposal: after receiving logistic quotations, the water user can select the most
interesting proposal, by flagging the “Select” column and hitting the related green button shown on
Figure 4. This action generates a report of the new water loop identified, including contacts of
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involved players that will then start the economic negotiation. Moreover, all items related to this
water loop (water demands, technology proposals, attached files, etc.) cannot be edited or deleted
anymore and are archived in the platform.

Figure 4: Water demand list

2.2 Water Stream Provider
Water Stream Providers use the UCP to:
•

create water stream offers;

•

create a new water loop, by pairing their offer with a suitable technology in order to reply to a water
demand published by water users;

•

receive new water loop proposal from water users or technology providers and accept or decline
them.

Figure 5 shows the form designed to insert in an effective way mandatory information regarding the New
Water Streams: the flow, expressed as m3/day; the application field of this output flow and its location.
The Water Stream Provider can also integrate information with a number of water quality data1, part of
them being predefined and part customized by the water stream provider itself, and with laboratory analysis
reports, in the form of attached files that can be uploaded on the platform. An accurate data input will help
UCP matching algorithm to establish what are the best combination among water streams, water demands
and water treatments to suggest the creation of new water loops (see Section 2.5).

1

The same data are used in the Technologies Selection Toolbox, deliverable D7.1
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Figure 5: Water stream creation

Figure 6 reports the list of water stream offers inserted by all users, together with a summary of their
features and the completeness of related information, in the Status column.

Figure 6: Water stream list
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2.3 Technology Provider
Technology Providers use the UCP to:
•

create and publish new water treatment technologies, with detailed information related to quantity
of water that can be processed in the time unit and quality parameters, both in terms of input and
output water;

•

create a new water loop, by submitting a technology and economical proposal, intended as
combination of one or more water treatment technologies, to connect water demand and water
offer;

•

receive proposal requests in terms of water demand or streams.

For interface examples relating to this role, see Section 2.5, where it will be shown how this type of user can
promote the creation of a new water loop.

2.4 Logistic Operator
Logistic operators use the UCP to:
•

create and publish the list of their logistic facilities, like aqueducts, drainage system, tanker truck
network, etc. . Each facility is also described by its location on the map;

•

receive logistic quotation requests from Water Users: every new request is notified with an alert on
the bell icon and a message in the Notification Window (see Section 2.6.1 and Figure 13);

•

create and send logistic services proposal, composed with the support of UCP location algorithm: the
algorithm suggests possible logistic solutions based on the combination of locations of water
demand, water stream offer and existing logistic facilities; the Logistic operator adapt these
automatically generated solutions to specific context and compose the logistic quotation, eventually
adding technical details.

Figure 7 shows the Logistic quotation creation page: the Logistic Operator select a water loop from the list
on the top, the location algorithm suggests several options to physically connect water streams and water
demands locations and it also provides a cost estimation that can be used as basis to formulate the
quotation. Additional information can eventually be added either as textual information or as uploaded file,
and an expiration date is set to define the temporal validity of the offer.
By hitting the submit button, the quotation is sent and notified to Water Users, appearing also in the Water
demand list (Figure 4).
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Figura 7: Logistic proposal creation

2.5 New Water Loop creation
The New Water Loop creation procedure is an algorithm targeted to provide the best match among water
demands, water streams, and treatment technologies, exploiting information and data inserted in all the
pages of the platform. The procedure is divided into three steps, which are contextually adapted to the point
of view of the platform user which starts the procedure.
Considering the case when the Technology Provider starts the New Water Loop creation, the steps are:
1. Technology Provider selects one or multiple water streams to be connected to its water treatments:
the choice is supported by the UCP matching algorithm, which use the information related to water
stream output features and water input requirements of available technologies to suggest the best
matching (Figure 8);
2. Technology Provider selects one or more water demands to which they want to apply: the system
asks the application fields targeted by the technology proposal in order to orient the UCP matching
algorithm, which supports the choice by providing a water demands list, ordered by relevance
(Figure 9);
3. Technology Provider defines the technology proposal, specifying the combination of treatment
technologies, the application fields, the quantity of water processed in a day, quality features, all
technical and plants details and, finally, the economic proposal (Figure 10).
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Figura 8: New water loop creation - step 1

Once the proposal is completed and submitted, it becomes visible in the water demand list (Figure 4) and it
is notified to the Water User that entered the related water demand (see Section 2.6.1 and Figure 13).

Figure 9: New water loop creation - step 2
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Figure 10: New water loop creation - step 3

2.6 Common functionalities
All user roles share also a set of functionalities, hereafter described and presented with some screenshots.

2.6.1 Menu and Top bar
All the pages of the platform share two fix components: the left menu and the top bar.
Figure 11 shows the first items of the left Menu: Project Logo links to the Dashboard page (see Section
2.6.3), other links are explained in the related sections of this report. Menu content is depending also from
the user role: e.g. if the user using the platform is classified only as “Water User”, he finds the “Create water
demand” link but not the “Create water stream” one.
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Figure 11: Left menu

Figure 12 presents the content of the top bar, with a search box, notification icons and active user profile.

Figura 12: Top bar

The bell icon gives access to the notification modal window (Figure 13): all new contents created inside the
platform will be resumed and notified contextually to the user role, within this window, inviting the user to
take action.
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Figure 13: Notifications modal window

2.6.2 Company and User profile
Each User is acting on the platform as part of a Company, defined as a group of user coordinated by a
Company Administrator. Both the User and the Company have a profile page containing detailed information
and listing the user (or company users) global activities in the page.
Figure 14 presents the User profile page, where user roles, personal information and the company name are
listed, together with a resume card reporting activities indicators for the profile. Information included in this
page qualify the subject and orient the New Water Loop creation procedure.
Extra details are also stored in the Company profile: the company application field(s); the list of Company
Users with the Company Administrator highlighted; a list of recent Company activities on the platform; a map
containing the localization of the Company activities.
Profiles information are also used to orient and improve the algorithm matching water demands, stream
offers and treatment technologies.
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Figure 14: User profile

2.6.3 The Dashboard
A contextual Dashboard page is available for each user, presenting a resume of User or Company activities
on the UCP and providing at first glance the status of proposals and requests.
The Dashboard is composed by a combination of cards, interactive charts and maps, that can be customized
according to user roles and preferences. Figure 15 shows an example of the Dashboard page for a Company
Administrator User, which can control the activities of all roles related to his Company.
Considering the potential synergies between DAP and UCP introduced in Section 1, the Dashboard could also
be further developed to show information coming from both platforms and improve the integration among
the two tools.
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Figure 15: Dashboard

2.7 Use case
To provide an example of possible platform use, we can consider the value chain for the Apulian Aqueduct
demo site, described in Section 2.4.1 of Deliverable D7.6, where two possible scenarios for a new water loop
have been identified.
Figure 16 presents the value chain of the demo site with the introduction of a new water source to face a
water demand increase. Matching of new water demands and offers implies to connect water provider and
water users with technological and logistics facilities that can transfer the requested amount of water, with
suitable quality feature, at the desired location.
In this case, the new source is an artesian borehole: the water it provides needs to be treated with ADV.ERT
technology (see WP2) before entering in the distribution network.

Figura 16: A possible new value chain for Apulian Aqueduct, with UCP roles highlighted
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In this example UCP could support the new value chain creation as follows:
1. Industrial and Agricultural Water Users create their water demand, specifying the amount of water
needed, the location, the related application field and eventually their requirement in term of
chemical specifications (see Figure 3);
2. given its geographical location, the owner of the artesian borehole gets notification of the new water
demands created in the platform and can access its detail from the Water Demands Listing page
(Figure 4). Since the water demands are potentially interesting, he creates, if not already present, its
water stream offer, by entering the details of the water that could be extracted and supplied from
the borehole, expressed in terms of quantity, location, application field and chemical parameters
(see Figure 5);
3. Technology Providers get notifications of new water demands and water stream creations. One of
them, owner of the ADV.ERT technology starts the New Water Loop creation procedure, by selecting
a combination of water stream and water demands, and by entering the technology proposal details
(see Figures 8, 9 and 10);
4. Water Users are notified of the new water loop created to reply to their respective demands. At this
point they can decide to select the new water loop and apply for logistic quotation (Figure 4);
5. Logistic operator, which in the use case example of Figure 16 is the Apulian Aqueduct Water
Distribution Department, receives the requests, evaluate the automatic solutions proposed by the
UCP location algorithm, check the feasibility of support the water supply in term of quantity, quality
and location of the water to be transported and eventually finalizes his proposals in terms of
technical solutions and economic quotations to Water Users (Figure 7);
6. Water User select the final combinations of water source, treatment technology and logistic facility,
approving them (Figure 4). The platform generates a report with all Water Loop details, the contact
information for all the subjects involved in the loop and archives all the related information, making
them still accessible but no more editable.
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3 Implementation details
The User Collaborative Platform will be developed with a stack of open-source software, mixing mature and
well-known solution with customized software component in order to provide features described in Section
2. Development strategy is also oriented in order to:
•

ensure synergies with the Decision Analytic Platform, currently under development within the WP4
activities, as anticipated in Section 1;

•

provide portable and modular software solutions, oriented to commercial exploitation, coherently
with the goals of the Exploitation Plan (see WP9).

Section 3.1 presents the architecture of the UCP Platform, Section 3.2 provides insights on the Content
Management System selected to publish content.

3.1 Platform architecture
Figure 17 presents a schematic view of the stack that will be used to develop the UCP: the idea is to build a
virtual machine containing all the software needed to run the platform, that could also be easily installed,
moved and replicated anywhere. Considering this target and the requirements mentioned above, the
components composing the UCP stack are the following:
•

Vagrant - Virtualization Environment: Vagrant is a tool for building, managing and distributing virtual
machines. It uses a well structured workflow to build, deploy, update and manage virtual machines,
ensuring the possibility to replicate and move them anywhere. The starting point for virtual machine
creation is a configuration file, named Vagrantfile, specifying the type of virtual machine, the base
image for the operating system and the so called provisioner to be used.

•

Ansible – Provisioner: Ansible is an IT automation tool. In the UCP stack is used by Vagrant to install
and update software and configurations on the virtual machine, and more in general to manage it
minimizing the direct operation within the machine itself, ensuring portability.

•

Virtualbox – Virtual Machine: VirtualBox is a cross-platform virtualization application, licensed under
the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) 2. It allows the creation of the virtual machine
itself, that can be defined as a software mimicking the functioning of a real computer machine.

•

Ubuntu Server – Operating System: Ubuntu is the choice for the server OS. It is a mature, stable and
up-to-date Linux Distribution, with a wide repository of packaged open source software ready to be
installed and integrated. This server will be equipped with a LAPP software bundle, an acronym
where the first letter is for the server itself (Linux) and the others stands for:
◦ Apache – Web Server: one of the most secure and reliable servers to publish content on the
web;
◦ Postgresql + PostGIS – GeoDatabase: one of the most advanced and modern relational database
managers, its spatial extension PostGIS allows to manage and process geographical data;
◦ PHP: a popular programming language in the web environment, it is the base of Drupal (see
below).

•

2

QGIS Server – Map Server: QGIS is the choice for the publishing of maps and other spatial contents
of the UCP. The use of the QGIS server grants the platform to be compliant with the OGC standards 2
as the geographical information (layers) added to the QGIS server can be eventually reused on other
platforms or website through standard web services like WMS (Web Map Services) and WFS (Web
Feature Service).

Open Geospatial Consortium
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•

Drupal – Content Management System: Drupal is a content-management framework that can be
tailored and customized to simple websites or complex web applications. Section 3.2 will provide
more details on this CMS.

Figure 17: User Collaborative Platform stack

3.2 Drupal CMS
All user and site-building aspects are experienced through Drupal,an open source content management
system written in PHP language, as a graphical user interface.
Drupal sites are highly customizable, featuring a Lego-like framework that can be built to match exact
specifications. Drupal has a number of standard features out-of-the-box, like easy content authoring, reliable
performance, and excellent security, but it gains popularity because of its flexibility and modularity: modules
expand Drupal's functionality, while themes let the user customize content's presentation. Moreover, Drupal
is used by a huge number of popular and high traffic websites 3 and boasts a large user community, with
thousands of designers and developers contributing to the modules library.

3

For further references see, ad example, https://w3techs.com/technologies/details/cm-drupal or
https://www.drupal.org/case-studies
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Modules can be divided into three categories (as presented also at the top of Figure 17): core modules,
which are part of the standard Drupal release; contributed modules, developed by Drupal Community and
supporting a wide variety of website features; custom modules, to further extend and customize the system.
All the base functionalities rely on core modules. This are intended to be:
•

user and role management;

•

contents and comments management and publication: every content type or entity manage by
Drupal can be viewed in the form of a list with the possibility of filter by type and status (Figure 18);

•

user interface configuration: Figure 19 shows the configuration panel for Drupal Site Administrator.
Contributed or custom modules can add section to this panel in order to manage modules
configuration parameters.

Figure 18: Drupal administrative page: Content list

Figure 19: Drupal administrative page: Configuration panel

The most important contributed modules introduced in the UCP platform are, instead, the following:
•

Groups module to manage ‘groups’ of subjects who wants to operate inside the platform like an
organization;
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•

Flag module is the base for the customization of notifications between the subjects of the platform;

•

Geolocation Field module is used to define a location for water offer/water request in order to
perform a first step in the possibility tree;

•

Geocoder module is a Drupal wrapper/implementation for the Geocoder PHP library, an Application
Programming Interface (API) for general operations on geographical data server side.

Given the description of UCP requirements presented in Section 2, it is evident that core and contributed
modules can not cover all the UCP needs. To address these features, customs modules will be developed by
the Project Ô team, with the aim of change default behaviors or completely introduce new functionalities.
UCP users who access the platform will be able to view/insert contents that they are interested in. This is
managed using Drupal concept of roles: it is possible to associate different permissions to different roles,
granting specific functionalities to different users or ‘groups’ of users.
Specifically, the customization regards
•

Registration: a customization of the standard Drupal registration module. It has been modified to
perform the necessary operation on the user account along with it’s registration. The user will be
inserted like a single user with the selected role, if she/he will apply for a Single user account. Thanks
to the use of the Groups contributed module, a group of the selected role type will be created if the
user will apply for a Company user account, and the user who made the request will be the Company
Administrator. The use of groups give to the administrator the possibility to manage other people
that belong to the same organization. This is useful for companies or other kinds of organizations
that want to contribute/use the platform identifying different competence/skills for each user.

•

Notifications: Since the introduction of different roles for the users, the notifications will be filtered
by type (e.g. water demands, water offers, logistic quotation requests… ) and the users will be
notified only by messages they are interested in (see Section 2.6.1). The notification flow could be
expanded with the send of mail or with a push notification system leveraging on other contributed
modules.

•

Matching algorithm: the New Water Loop creation procedure presented in Section 2.5, takes
advantage of all the information inserted by different users to rank by relevance the possible
combination among water demands, water stream offers and technologies, in order to effectively
support the water loop creation and maximize the value added to water value chain.

•

Location algorithm: position of users and of their assets will be used to support the matching
algorithm and to propose possible logistic solution to Logistic Providers (see Section 2.4).

•

Theme: a custom theme will be developed based on Bootstrap4, one of the most popular framework
for building responsive, mobile-first sites.
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4 Conclusions
This document describes the User Collaborative Platform (UCP), one of the software tools developed within
Project Ô, implementing the specifications defined on the deliverable D7.2 and taking inspiration from a
market-place for the exchange of water volumes.
The proposed User Collaborative Platform is a multi-user web application, in which users with different roles
can submit their requests and offers for water, treatment technologies, and transport and distribution
services: each role has dedicated functions and specific views on the data, created using preferences and
privileges associated with personal or company profile.
This document shows many screenshots obtained from an interactive demo (accessible at the following url:
http://xake.deib.polimi.it/project_o/demo), to describe functionalities, users interaction and UCP algorithms
outcomes. Thanks to these tools, the platform supports the procedures for defining new water loops,
providing the best match between water demand, water flows and treatment technologies, exploiting the
information and data collected.
Finally, the software architecture that will be used to implement the UCP is proposed: a combination of wellknown and robust open-source products and customly developed software will be used, as well as standard
and modern software paradigms and modes of interactions, in order to guarantee an effective, modular and
portable solution, also able to allow future exploitation.
Next months will be dedicated to the interaction with other Project Ô partners, including demo-sites owners,
and to the platform development and configuration. The final version of UCP will be released as
Demonstrator with the Deliverable D7.4.
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